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Executive summary  

Banks have too many models and too much inconsistency between 
them. This is mainly driven by a siloed approach to model development 
by front office, risk and finance. 

Today, with the advent of more efficient sharing of data and partnerships 
with global internet service providers, financial institutions should take 
the opportunity to cut costs and the number of models to a smaller core 
model set sharing the same data instead of creating multiple versions of 
the same data for different purposes. 

This paper outlines a practical roadmap to realising these cost savings, 
delivering a material reduction in the volume and complexity of models 
by outlining five key principles of model optimisation: 

1. Develop a comprehensive review of models 
2. Harmonise methodologies 
3. Re-design model validation/monitoring process 
4. Re-think its modelling team’s organisation & governance 
5. Build new expertise and recruit talent: Data science laboratory 

This project will allow delivering cost savings within the same financial 
year as the project costs will be covered by its savings and more. 

Given the constant pressure from internal and external stakeholders to 
increase the return on capital of the bank, a project of this type can 
improve returns on capital metrics. 

During the 6th EBA Policy Research Workshop 1taking place in 
November 2017 in London, the EBA will seek to explore the future role 
of quantitative modelling in financial regulation and supervisory 
activities.  

The same question emerges for financial institutions trying to seize the 
full potential of modelling. Indeed, several factors are pressuring banks 
to transform their modelling function: 

– Firstly, the ongoing regulatory transformation led by the European 
Banking Authority (EU), the Prudential Regulation Authority (UK) or 
the Federal Reserve (US), whether a local or global regulation, is a 
major challenge for banks. It leads to a simple question: what 
strategy to adopt to address regulatory challenges, avoid 
sanctions or non-approval risks?  

– Secondly, growing costs constraints, within the modelling 
department, with more than a thousand-people managing several 
thousand models within the largest institutions, lead to the question of 
rationalisation: how to reduce modelling costs?  

– Thirdly, the need for a better integration of modelling roles and 
responsibilities with the business strategy is becoming critical to 
avoid being perceived by the business only as a cost centre. The 
challenge is how can business modelling functions become more 
meaningful? 

                                                
1 EBA, London, 28-29 November 2017 – “The future role of quantitative models in 
financial regulation” 
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Example of modern modelling capabilities and associated investments 
in Data/IT infrastructures, such as Google or Amazon should give a 
flavour of the magnitude of change banks are facing today.  

This paper analyses in depth some of the major challenges modelling is 
facing and provides a tactical and strategic guide to help banks make 
the most of their modelling capabilities. 
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Introduction 

European financial services had to face tremendous changes over the 
last 10 years, from coping with the different crisis (2008 and 2011) and 
recessions to absorbing many new mandatory regulatory reforms. And 
more challenges are still ahead, in particular regarding ongoing 
regulatory transformations. In the meantime, European financial 
markets, depending upon cross-border activity, need to rapidly adapt to 
fundamental political changes, such as Brexit and its implications.  

 

Exhibit 1: Evolution of major regulatory requirements over the last years 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Regulatory texts, CH&Co. analysis 

 

In this context, risk model calculation has been one of the main 
challenges for the banks to be able to estimate and optimise funding. On 
average, a bank uses more than several thousand variables and makes 
more than one thousand assumptions2 to be able to estimate its capital 
requirements. Including non-regulatory models, it is estimated that the 
largest banks in Europe have more than one thousand models each2. 

From model design to monitoring through validation and model lifecycle 
management, modelling is now a strategic and transversal topic that 
needs to be treated as a whole and no longer limited to design and 
validation within risk and back office functions.  

This paper aims at presenting the 5 major challenges impacting 
modelling departments within banks and propose new ideas on how to 
react to such potential issues.   

                                                
2 CH&Co. analysis  
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5 major challenges in modelling  

1. Modelling scope is changing: more models to come 

What is a model?  
Before understanding why modelling scope is widening within banks and 
why this trend will persist in the years to come, it is key to understand 
and define accurately models and what types are usually used by 
banks.  

Defining a model has been the subject of ongoing debates during the 
last 18 months, because there are major discrepancies between what is 
called a model for regulation and what field of application should a 
model review have, and its usual common definition.  

In addition, there has also been a fierce argument regarding model 
approval, validation and assessment with the vagueness of the first and 
second line of defence, e.g. whether it should be formally and 
independently assessed and validated. Hereof, there is no unique and 
agreed definition given that each bank has set up its own approach. The 
definition used in this paper aims at clarifying and aligning views to 
rationalise and refocus the discussions, on the core challenges that 
banks are facing today.  

A model is a mathematical representation of a phenomenon or event, 
abstract or real. Its outputs and results are based on computations from 
a set of data, and by formulating some assumptions. 

A model should therefore have four fundamental characteristics: 
– Firstly, it should have a scope; a model should meet a clear and 

logical objective. Its design, calibration, assumptions should converge 
toward this objective; 

– Secondly, the results of a model should allow to assess the ability of 
a model to transform inputs into outputs not directly deductible from 
inputs with the objective of providing tangible results. This aspect 
has been described by different regulators in their own model 
definition. For the US Federal Reserve Board (FRB), “the term model 
refers to a quantitative method, system, or approach that applies 
statistical, economic, financial, or mathematical theories, techniques, 
and assumptions to process input data into quantitative estimates”3; 

– Thirdly, the results of a model should be easy to interpret. The 
model must provide understandable results that can be easily 
explained. One obvious example is the so-called Value-at-Risk (VaR) 
model which emphasises the idea that beyond its ability to accurately 
measure market risk, it also provides a maximum loss value for a 
given confidence interval over a given time horizon; 

– Finally, a model should be included in a general framework which 
confirms its application. 

Why more models?  
Distinct exogenous and endogenous drivers lead banks to design more 
sophisticated models but two types of models: one must distinguish 
“under constraints” models and “open” models.  

                                                
3 FED, SR 11-7: Guidance on Model Risk Management, April 2011 
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“Under constraints” models are generally driven by (new) regulatory 
requirements (Basel III, IRFS9, FRTB, AML, Fair value, cash flow 
hedge, [...]). These models and their characteristics are framed by 
specific regulations. Banks seek to optimise these models in terms of 
number, investments, costs, implied capital requirements, and 
increasingly, use and integrate them as part of their internal processes, 
such as risk management processes. The increase of “under 
constraints” models will intensify as the upcoming regulations (1) 
encourage banks to opt for more advanced models and (2) impose 
models in various risk classes (Credit, counterparty, market, financial 
crime, operational risks under CRD4 regulation).  

“Open” models or non-regulatory models are developed when banks 
seek to maximise a specific situation or gain a competitive advantage. A 
pricing model, a granting score model or any other marketing models 
are part of this category. One of the main challenges for a bank is to find 
a way of achieving a sustainable competitive advantage. One way to 
address this challenge is the development of “open” models. The ever-
growing competition within the financial services industry is leading to a 
surge of such models, stressed by margin pressure and digital 
innovations. Margins pressures force banks to become risk, capital and 
cost sensitive in their business strategy by developing new and more 
sophisticated models, while digital innovation gives banks new 
opportunities and advanced analytical techniques (such as Data 
Science) to offer them a new way to design models. In the meantime, 
world’s data volume is exploding: globally, mobile data traffic will 
increase sevenfold between 2016 and 2021. Mobile data traffic will grow 
at a CAGR of 46 percent between 2016 and 2021, reaching 48.3 
exabytes (1 exabyte = 1 billion gigabyte) per month by 20214. 
Furthermore, models allow for some new techniques to appear – for 
example, the extensive use of large datasets and Machine Learning 
techniques is spreading. Thanks to those innovative tools, new areas 
such as process automation become the new playground for data 
scientists.  

Chiefly, the number of models is expected to increase by 10% to 15% 
per year for large institutions over the next five years, with more than 
90% of business and risk decisions being driven by one or several 
models5. 

 

2. Fully harmonised methodologies are an imperative  

As a matter of fact, today, two portfolios with identical characteristics 
(geography, type of clients), used as inputs into two different models can 
result in 2 different outputs, leading to two distinct conclusions. This 
singular phenomenon can be explained by the fact that two models 
based on different underlying assumptions, parameters and calibration 
are applied. As they fundamentally differ from one another, so are their 
results. From an outside perspective, it can be difficult to justify such 
differences. The lack of internal harmonisation in terms of models, 
methodologies, guidelines is an issue that banks have not properly or 
efficiently addressed over the recent years. Harmonisation is expected 

                                                
4 Cisco estimates 
5 CH&Co. estimates  
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to become key for two major reasons: everyone agrees that greater 
transparency and standardisation are required from an internal and 
external perspective. The rising number of models inevitably inflates 
costs. It leads to dissatisfaction from the business which puts pressure 
onto the modelling department to reduce its model volume, in order to 
lower costs. 

Transparency  
Beyond regulatory ratios, the level of information disclosed to the market 
and the National Competent Authorities (NCAs) regarding internal 
models is increasing. This is mainly driven by regulatory requirements 
(such as the new Regulatory Technical Standards on supervisory 
reporting or other regulation like BCBS 239 on effective risk data 
aggregation and risk reporting), and by shareholders’ new expectations 
in terms of information disclosed. 

Accounting for more than 75%6 of large institutions capital calculation, 
the need for understanding in detail internal models is at stake. 
Nowadays, models are wide spread: they are required for a lot of 
fundamental discussions: for example, they help in the assessment of 
the current state and it allows banks to make strategic decisions based 
on transparent and readable assumptions. A greater transparency leads 
logically to the harmonisation of internal methodologies and the setup of 
common guidelines.  

Standardisation  
The EBA standards7 on Supervisory benchmarking of internal 
approaches for calculating own funds requirements define how to 
benchmark portfolios, as well as the methodology that NCAs across the 
EU shall use to assess the quality of institutions' internal approaches for 
capital calculations. In particular, one of the standards’ objectives is to 
identify potential underestimation of capital requirements for credit and 
market risks. 
In this context, the “standard deviation” will become a new element of 
analysis and control, either from a quantitative angle (RWA evolution, 
PD or LGD levels for a given portfolio or geography) or from a qualitative 
angle (typology of internal models or model calibration assumptions for 
instance). 
 

Exhibit 2: Art. 78 CRD work-flow 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Source: Public Hearing on draft RTS/ITS on Benchmarking under Article 78 CRD 

                                                
6 CH&Co. estimates, EBA statistics 
7 EBA - Article 78 of Directive 2013/36/EU (CRD4) 
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The systematic comparison of internal models between financial 
institutions will allow to identify:  
– Significant differences in funding for the same exposures; 
– A particularly high or low diversity and/or significant and systematic 

underestimation of funding. 

The consequences of such investigations by the regulator will contribute 
most likely to the harmonisation of internal models.  

 

Exhibit 3: Illustration of EBA benchmarking exercises | 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: EBA, Results from 2016 High Default Portfolios and Risk Market 
benchmarking exercise  

 

There is a recognised effort by the EBA to standardise and harmonise 
internal methodologies, increase financial market stability and lower 
non-risk based variability drivers across financial institutions8. However, 
this standardisation could impact significantly banks’ business strategy. 
Internal models are indeed a differentiation factor, as internal models 

                                                
8 EBA Final draft RTS and ITS on Benchmarking - 2015 
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are designed to fit the bank business model. As of today, highly skilled 
quants are able to accurately estimate risks and give their bank a 
competitive advantage. Excessive models standardisation could lead to 
a gap reduction between financial institutions; it would harm overall 
competitiveness and attractiveness of the financial services industry.  

Nevertheless, a clear trend is (1) the harmonisation of modelling 
methodologies and standards across financial institutions and (2) the 
harmonisation of methodologies and guidelines within a single 
institution. 

 

3. Towards more efficient modelling structures  

Cost optimisation and operating model efficiency have become a critical 
and recurrent topic over the recent years due to growing pressure on 
margins in a low (even negative) interest rates environment. So far, 
these topics have not strongly affected modelling departments. In 
fact, only a few banks have launched modelling rationalisation projects 
on a global scale. Driven by strong regulatory requirements, it is usually 
a common and shared thought among banks that such strategic function 
should not be a source of savings. In the meantime, as roles and 
responsibilities of modelling functions widen, modelling scope also 
increases (number of models, scope of validation...). It is worth noting 
that, nowadays, regulatory requirements and processes such as 
supervisory reporting, quality of documentation, depth of justifications 
[etc.] are becoming more and more time-consuming.  

Exhibit 4: Modelling cost structure & opportunities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sources: CH&Co. analysis 

 

Historically, organic growth of modelling teams could usually be justified 
by the piling up of new requirements (regulatory and non-regulatory). 
The main objectives were to address business or regulatory needs and 
there was no long term strategic vision or adequate coordination of 
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projects. This should no longer be the case although in banks, at a 
group level, no industrialisation of modelling tasks has been seen so far. 

Even though efficiency and standardisation cannot be treated 
separately, the rationalisation of modelling function will become a 
challenge for financial institutions should they wish to remain 
competitive without weakening modelling capabilities or putting 
regulatory compliance at risk.  

For example, the impact of Brexit for UK-based banks’ willing to relocate 
in EU 27 is a major challenge for modelling functions. They will need 
to minimise the costs of such transformation, and design a strategy in 
order to get all their used models reviewed by EU27 NCA.  

 

4. Modelling functions: need for a broader governance  

The impacts of models on all business decisions, thus on the Profit & 
Loss and Balance-Sheet profiles are fundamental. Consistent 
integration of the modelling function within top management 
governance cannot be avoided and needs to be a major topic for 
financial institutions. 

“In assessing the independence of the validation function [...] competent 
authorities shall verify that both of the following conditions are met: 

(a) The unit responsible for the validation function is independent 
from the personnel and management function responsible for 
originating or renewing exposures. It will also require 
independence from the model design or development teams; 

(b) The validation function reports directly to senior management.”9 

Guaranteeing its independence within the organisation  
The need for independence of the model validation function will become 
key as the potential model impact on any strategic indicators, metrics 
and frameworks (such as Income, Solvency ratio, Cost of risk, RoRWA, 
Risk Appetite...) can be significant.  

Today, Model validation department within Risk function usually 
validates business (pricing), finance (capital planning) and risk 
(regulatory) models. Tomorrow, it will be extended to other models in 
new areas such as process automation models or candidates screening 
models in Human Resources department.  

Real independence (from risk) and extended scope of validation lead to 
re-think the organisation. Model validation and model management are 
indeed entering a new area where it is not sufficient to validate a model 
by identifying its limits and give some recommendations minimising 
potential impact on business. A stronger and broader governance 
around the model validation function is now necessary and will allow 
banks to become the trusted financial provider they should be for (1) the 
regulators, (2) the financial markets and, (3) most importantly for the 
board/top management of the bank. 

Positioning the governance at the right level  
Moreover, fully integrating modelling as a core subject in the corporate 
culture or mind-set of the bank remains a challenge for both small and 

                                                
9 EBA RTS on assessment methodology on IRB - 2016 
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large financial institutions. The value of model design and validation is 
not appropriately recognised within banks. It can be observed by people 
low level of seniority employees within the model governance 
committee, in comparison with the potential impact any change could 
have on the bank P&L and Balance-Sheet. In that sense, the modelling 
function is not yet integrated properly and it is not at the right level in the 
governance framework. 

In the medium term, modelling functions should become a full member 
of senior management committees. Indeed, their growing importance 
and their potential impacts within financial institutions should be 
reflected in the bank structure.  

Modelling needs beyond risk and pricing 
More than risk or pricing models design, modelling scope tends to cover 
new areas such as Operations, Human Resources or Marketing. Data 
analytics and modelling capabilities will become the norm in almost 
every function of banks, whether business or transversal. Financial 
institutions will have to re-think their governance and organisation by 
mutualising capabilities building consistent organisations to better serve 
their core business.  
 

5. Model innovations (data & techniques) are emerging  

Driven by the Big Data revolution and the advent of new technologies, 
as well as the development of new techniques and new business 
strategies, machine learning has become an interdisciplinary field whose 
purpose is to make data “speaks”. It can be used for prediction, Ranking 
& Discrimination, anticipation & simulation, behavioural analysis, etc. 

Big Data is today seen as a major threat as well as an opportunity by 
financial institutions: it can be perceived as a threat because of the 
booming Fintech ecosystem fed by innovation but also as an opportunity 
thanks to the many possibilities science can offer to a bank. Even if 
some promising initiatives have been launched by banks, the level of 
maturity is still low and a sharp increase of data science-driven 
models can be expected over the next 5 years.  

The current emergence of data science-driven models, creating 
innovative topics on new areas of the bank (not risk & pricing) such as 
process automation or marketing, will impact (1) the bank business 
model and (2) the modelling function in terms of organisation and skill 
requirements for example. The resources, talent and expertise will have 
to shift to meet those new requests, and new tools and new processes 
will need to be set up.  
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Exhibit 5: data science’s 5 dimensions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: CH&Co.  

 

This fundamental change is a major step for some banks; indeed 
their modelling functions will need to prepare and structurally 
evolve towards this new world of opportunities.   
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Implications for the banks: How can 
they react?  

There are multiple answers, tactic or strategic, slightly or radically 
transforming banks. Solutions presented below tend to be practical 
as well as fundamental to build a sustainable modelling strategy. 
Given regulatory, political, and business agendas, banks should 
only focus on their top priorities. This is the purpose of the 
following part.  

1. Develop a comprehensive review of their models 

Given the current and coming complexity of models, banks should have 
3 major priorities: 
– Build a model inventory to better manage their models, their impacts 

on the bank; 
– Score models and manage risk model to focus and monitor critical 

models and models covering a significant scope; 
– Standardised models reporting to be able to speak to senior 

management and take meaningful decisions;  

The objective of having a comprehensive view of their models is to allow 
banks to better assess and manage model risk and prioritise the 
strategic modelling function roadmap.  

Inventory 
The preview should start with building a comprehensive inventory of the 
bank’s models. Even if definition and scope of modelling differ from one 
another, banks have a regulatory requirement to classify their models 
into categories and sub-categories. The first step of this inventory is to 
identify and separate models from non-models. Indeed, modelling 
functions should only focus their effort on models (consistent with their 
agreed internal definition). The first layer of classification generally 
distinguishes pricing models from risk models, financial models, or other 
models (automation, chat-robot for instance). To sub-categorise models, 
banks should define criteria helping to associate a priority, and allow an 
accurate description of a model.  

The main points of focus can be found thereafter. Please note, that the 
weights allocated to each of them will differ depending on balance-sheet 
structure and business strategy: 

– Use: projection, ranking/discrimination, estimation, prediction; etc. 
– Scope: pricing, credit risk, operational risk, ALM, etc. 
– Variable: PD, LGD, EAD, Implicit volatility, Correlation, etc. 
– Asset class: Equity, Bonds, Commodities, Cash, etc. 
– Segment: Sovereign, Financial Institutions, Corporate, Mid-Cap, 

SME, Retail, etc. 
– Industry: manufacturing, energy, agriculture, etc. 
– Product: credit, stock, futures, a currency, an index, etc. 
– Geography: country specific, EMEA, US, emerging markets, etc. 
– Legal status: Parent company, Legal entity, etc. 
– Regulation: Regulatory requirement, Type of regulation (CRD4, 

FRTB...), not regulatory, etc. 
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– Statistical technique: Regression, Neural network, Machine learning, 
etc.  

In other words, a model is classified following a clear nomenclature and 
generally following the bank’s current organisation and strategy. It is 
worth mentioning that it also usually reflects historical decisions and its 
organisational set up, as well as when the model was first designed and 
implemented. Thus, this modelling legacy can sometimes be challenging 
to be discarded as it can have non-negligible capital impacts as well as 
limit cost-constraints. 

Models can often be allocated to a specific branch of the operational 
organisation: e.g. “Retail Mortgage PD model, Entity X, Country Y”, or 
“American barrier put on coupon bond pricing model, Desk X, Country 
Y”. 

Furthermore, model inventory analysis allows senior management to 
assess the adequacy (or inadequacy) between a bank’s strategy and its 
quantitative efforts. In other words, a core business or a strategic 
objective should theoretically be supported by models, either regulatory 
or non-regulatory: the more strategic the objective, the more models 
should be required. 

Score models and risk model management 
In order to easily manage a portfolio of hundreds of models, building an 
inventory is only the first step. The bank’s ability to properly estimate 
model criticality, deduce priority level and required actions, lies in its 
talent to define metrics or criteria allowing to assess models, in other 
words, establish a model scoring. Indeed, one should not pay the same 
level of attention to review a model whose performances remain good 
and stable compared with one whose performances worsen in a context 
of high market volatility.  

The definition of such metrics has been the subject of numerous 
discussions, the main focus being models complexity and diversity, and 
non-standardisation of the end-to-end modelling chain (design, 
calibration, validation and monitoring). Fundamental divergences lie in 
the meaning given by the banks to the notion of priority, rather than in 
the scoring itself.  

Models scoring variables can be very varied and should help assessing 
model scope or model performance as well as defining exogenous 
factors such as market conditions. Possible internal factors can also 
help with model scoring.  
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These factors can be as following [non-exhaustive]:  

 

Exhibit 6: Model scoring factors – illustration  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: CH&Co. analysis 

The calibration and scoring process definition allow banks to focus on 
key models, thus better aligning themselves with their business strategy 
and anticipating model risk induced by poor models management.  

Standardised models reporting 
Although each bank will have its own way to report its model risk, it also 
is important to standardise its approach in order to better monitor its 
model portfolio. Indeed, model reports should be designed according to 
their model inventory structure and cover key elements of their model 
scoring. The level of granularity and the balance between qualitative and 
quantitative analysis are the main challenges when designing model 
reports. Their ease of use and transparency will facilitate appropriation 
by the management.  

Model-reporting should be primarily targeted to senior management, and 
key business and risk stakeholders to reflect the growing importance of 
modelling, when taking strategic decisions.  

A clear objective set up, as well as a well-suited escalation process, are 
two elements of this model reporting. It will allow banks to make a 
rigorous assessment and take decisions.  

 

2. Harmonise methodologies  

Harmonisation of models will become the norm. Not starting a process 
of harmonisation is (1) postponing costs, (2) increasing the risk of 
sanctions by regulators and (3) having under-constraints harmonisation 
requirements in a near future. 
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So far, no bank has launched large scale projects aiming at 
rationalising, or harmonising modelling methodologies. There are 
several reasons for this:  
– Regulators enforce strong and non-negotiable constraints to banks 

when defining and implementing new models. Banks can be reluctant 
to address the subject of harmonisation for this reason;  

– Major ongoing regulatory changes will impact current methodologies, 
not to mention non-regulatory changes such as the emergence of 
new modelling techniques (e.g. machine learning). Some banks are 
waiting for more stability in the regulation before launching itself in a 
large scale project; 

– No long term vision on how to use models and how they could be 
more meaningful for the business. Sometimes regulators are also 
partly responsible for the lack of thought leadership (AMA 
methodology for operational risk). 

Due to the importance of models within financial institutions, 
harmonisation and standardisation methodologies may be challenging 
and complex but they are critical. It is worth mentioning the recurring 
need to assess the impact that any change would require in order to 
harmonise. In fact, any change would lead potentially to a new model 
design and a new calibration being validated by the model validation 
function. Furthermore, major impact should be treated cautiously, 
leading to strategic re-orientation or business arbitrages.  

Methodology harmonisation should follow a 3-step top-down process:  
– Define group level methodologies; 
– Identify models off the norm and assess the impact; 
– Implement the new methodologies while closely managing RWA and 

Capital impacts.  

Define group level methodologies 
First, the definition of group level standards and methodologies should 
follow a top-down approach rather than a bottom-up one. The debates 
on methodology alignments and their potential impacts should be 
strongly supported by senior management, in particular non-quantitative 
senior management. Compliance department should obviously be 
involved at an early stage to ensure regulatory requirements are always 
met.  

The dedicated process of methodologies validation will be key to 
manage stakeholders’ expectations, timeline, and at the end 
significantly harmonise current methodologies. The risk is to spend 
months to only finally change very little due to poor validation process or 
weak senior management support.  

The harmonisation of methodologies should then follow a step by step 
approach starting with a general overview (e.g. “Modelling guidelines”) 
and finishing with specific methods standardisation (e.g. “logistic 
regression model performance assessment”). The models inventory 
structure should be aligned with the way methodologies are harmonised: 
by model type, by statistical techniques used, by asset class, etc.  

Similarly, model inventory and scoring models should help to define (1) 
model clustering (e.g. cluster “Credit Risk Logistic Regression Models”) 
and (2) several priority levels (highest to lowest). Translated into waves 
of harmonisation, it could then be described in a three to five years 
roadmap. High priorities should be deduced from the analysis of capital 
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requirements as well as costs, complexity and methodological gap 
between models for a given cluster.  

Methodologies harmonisation also means documentation simplification 
and automation (through templating tools), tools and techniques sharing. 
For example, knowledge sharing culture within modelling function will be 
key to distribute group best practices, share and align methodologies. 
Today, large institutions do not seize their full potential of knowledge 
sharing:  
– The same simple credit risk model can be built x10 times; 
– The same piece of code can be written x10 times; 
– When the expertise or experience do not exist locally, there is no way 

to leverage on the bank’s capabilities at a global level.  

The emergence of data science should foster the development of 
knowledge sharing (due to the open-source data science ecosystem) 
and because in terms of maturity, it is still early for large institutions, it 
could be seized as an opportunity for banks to establish methodological 
foundations. It will allow to structure and accelerate the development of 
these new techniques.  

Identify models off the norm and assess the impact  
When defining harmonised modelling methodologies, for a given cluster, 
a fair majority of models will remain close to the new methodology, with 
positive or negative impacts in terms of costs or RWA, sometimes 
offsetting each other. But for some models, the gap between current and 
new methodology will be significant, implying costs and important RWA 
impacts. The first priority would be to identify this subset of models and 
the second should be to accurately assess their potential impact.  

Tangible assumptions definitions and implementation timings with 
potentially temporary solutions will be required when performing impact 
simulations in order to build business cases and harmonise models’ 
roadmap.  

 

Exhibit 7: Impact simulation framework 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: CH&Co.  
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3. Re-design model validation/monitoring process  

The level of automation within modelling departments is relatively low. 
The objective is to reach a compromise between short term priorities 
and constraints, and a fully automatised solution. One of the first areas 
for process industrialisation is the validation and backtesting process. 
Indeed, it is today one of the most time consuming, thus expensive, task 
and at the same time its optimisation should not threaten the quality of 
the validation and monitoring.  

No bank has yet started projects aiming at rationalising, industrialising or 
optimising validation and backtesting functions. The main question is: 
how to rationalise the validation and monitoring processes without 
weakening the reliance in the existing framework?  

Two practical and short term solutions should be envisaged by banks to 
concretely start industrialising its modelling process:  

- Establish a tiering model validation framework; 
- Automatise the validation process accordingly. 

Tiering model validation framework  
Given the importance of each model following the scoring logic (see 1.1. 
Develop a comprehensive view of its models), the depth of validation 
should adapt and not be the same for all models. On one hand, a 
model-tiering framework should be defined in order to separate models 
that should closely be looked at for a variety of reasons such as 
significance, market conditions, regulatory requirement, etc., from those, 
on the other hand that require less efforts to validate and have been 
recorded stable. (e.g. “stable performance over the last 3 years”, or 
“accounting for less than 1% RWA at entity level”).  

Each tier should be strictly defined by: 
– Eligibility criteria: which models are qualified as Tier 1, Tier 2 [...]? 

And under which conditions models are up- or downgraded?  
– Validation process: what timeline for each validation process? For 

each Tier, what are the minimum requirements the validation 
department should focus on? What are the deliverables? 

– Documentation and tools: what is the standard documentation 
associated with the validation process? What are the automated tools 
to monitor and follow-up on recommendations?  

Monitoring of the annual or three years validation roadmap either in 
terms of timing or quality of the validation will be key in managing model 
risk and potential shift. 

Automation of processes 
The objective would be to minimise manual intervention for a given tier, 
especially by automatising quantitative analysis, report writing and 
recommendation follow-up.  
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Exhibit 8: industrialised model validation framework (illustration) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: CH&Co.  

Methodologies standardisation should as well include validation and 
backtesting standardisation. The objective would be to define limits or 
triggers allowing the bank to: 
– Perform additional manual backtesting analysis if specific limits or 

triggers are breached; 
– Do nothing if a number of conditions are met.  

The definition of the metrics related to data quality, portfolio evolution, 
model design and model performance should be accurately calibrated 
based on internal expertise and historical backtesting exercises.  

All manual interventions and in general qualitative analysis should be (1) 
reduced to a minimum by automatising all recurring quantitative tasks 
(2) centralised and (3) rationalised in order for example to reduce the 
validation/backtesting frequency). 

In model design and model validation, data collection and data cleaning 
are the most time-consuming tasks for modellers. It can be explained by 
the complexity of current IT systems and poor data quality legacy. IT 
database rationalisation and transformation (cloud-based, data quality 
tools) are obvious solutions that need to be launched on a global scale, 
once methodologies are harmonised, documentation and processes are 
improved and enhancement are implemented.  

More specific to backtesting and the automation of validation processes, 
three tools should help modelling functions to save significantly on their 
costs: 
– Quantitative analysis tool covering data quality, testing and 

automated recommendation generation; 
– Report writing tool covering documentation templating; 
– Monitoring tool covering reporting and follow-up on recommendations 

(interface between design, validation teams and risk management). 

Obviously, those three tools could be combined together if more 
convenient.  
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4. Re-think its modelling team’s organisation & governance 

Organisation and governance of modelling functions have been subject 
to many discussions so far. But given the major challenges and 
transformational needs such functions now require, banks should design 
suitable solutions as there is no single answer. It is worth mentioning 
that well-thought organisations and governance are the keystone of a 
successful reshaping of the modelling functions.  

Two types of solutions can be defined: tactic solutions with higher short 
term impact and strategic solutions with a longer term impact, requiring 
a longer decision-making process. Two tactic and two strategic solutions 
are presented hereafter: 
– Strategic solutions: 

 A more integrating modelling governance; 

 Re-think modelling function organisation;  
– Tactic solutions: 

 A dedicated model monitoring team; 

 Centralisation of capabilities or offshoring. 

A more integrated modelling governance 
Senior management awareness of the importance of models in their 
business strategy should increase the current governance and allow in-
depth re-shaping. Both (1) a better integration of modelling functions 
within business committee and (2) business management being more 
involved in the model lifecycle management should help banks to make 
decisions. This new governance should also incentivise management 
committee to select more senior people from modelling functions in 
order to match current equivalence to seniority. 

Re-think modelling function organisation  
Modelling functions face two major challenges in terms of organisation. 
First, the ever-growing need for independence of the model validation 
function leads to consider alternative structures to better guarantee its 
objectivity in the decision-making process. For instance, today, Risk 
function covers usually both model validation and its own model design.  

Second, given the development of new models, with new techniques 
(e.g. Data science) in new areas (e.g. Operations or marketing), the 
need for building a consistent and streamlined organisation becomes 
critical.  

Two possible options could answer these two challenges:  
– An independent (from Risk) model validation function, directly 

reporting to the board, while each business lines and transversal 
functions, including risk, can develop their own models. This will give 
a clear and genuine independence by giving the validation function 
the capacity to influence, whether to validate or reject, but also a 
mandate to investigate in specific cases (for example, if there is a 
strong portfolio expansion supported by relatively poor models or with 
poor data collection); 

– An independent model design function from business and transversal 
functions, while risk covers model risk and model validation. In this 
case, model validation is considered as part of model risk 
management. Furthermore, the objective is to mutualise modelling 
capabilities while being consistent across the organisation. In that 
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sense, modelling function should come from ex post to ex ante role 
by being involved at an early stage in business decisions, supporting 
the business by sharing expertise, insights and not just by being yet 
another cost centre. 

 

Exhibit 9: Modelling functions organisation – Illustration  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Sources: CH&Co. analysis 

 

This will define new roles and responsibilities, and give modelling 
functions more weight when discussing about strategy, as it relies 
significantly on models. More than the target organisation, its path and 
timing of implementation rely on the banks’ strategy and its maturity in 
terms of modelling.  

A dedicated model monitoring team 
In its TRIM guidelines, the EBA stated that “an institution should have a 
model risk management framework in place that allows it to identify, 
understand and manage its model risk as it relates to internal models 
across the group”10. To comply with EBA requirement, this model risk 
management function could be covered within the Risk department. 

Furthermore, given the wider scope of the modelling function, its 
growing role within the bank and the major challenges that will occur in 
the coming years (regulatory and non-regulatory), a transversal model 
monitoring team should play a significant role in defining and 
implementing a long term strategy in addition to day-to-day model 
management. 

Such department could be responsible for:  
– Model management and oversight: organise model inventory and 

scoring, liaise with model risk, model design and validation teams in 

                                                
10 EBA, Targeted Review of Internal Models guide (TRIM) – February 2017 
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supporting model lifecycle management; define and update the 
modelling roadmap; 

– Reporting: provide senior management meaningful model reports 
– Analysis: perform any transversal analysis such as new regulation 

impact or methodology standardisation impact;  
– Methodologies: define guidelines and align modelling methodologies;  
– Transversal projects: within the modelling function, lead cost 

optimisation projects, process automation projects and define IT 
infrastructure & data strategy; coordinate with other projects within 
the bank where models are concerned. 

Centralisation of capabilities or offshoring  
The centralisation of capabilities is a major opportunity to reduce or 
optimise modelling costs. Today, whether the model design or model 
validation team, functions are (1) not centralised and (2) do not take 
advantage of geographical nearshoring opportunities, especially within 
the EU. Furthermore, the Brexit outcomes will potentially lead some UK 
based banks to reshape their organisational structure to comply with 
new rules on both UK and EU27 sides.  

There are two types of potential benefits to analyse when discussing 
offshoring opportunities: 
– The major one is certainly costs reduction: access to cheaper skilled 

labour pool or spending less in infrastructure and real estate. In 
addition, concentration of capabilities could lead to economies of 
scale;  

– Secondly, organisational optimisation: centralisation of capabilities 
leads to a better focus on core competencies, and allows to remove 
some inefficiencies due to the current complex organisational 
framework; 

When it comes to modelling functions, the challenge is to re-think the IT 
infrastructure and data centre location, modelling teams’ location, while 
complying with local regulatory requirements such as Brexit.  

 

5. Build new expertise and recruit talent: Data science lab 

Many banks have launched many innovation lab, data science lab trying 
to close the gap between what some financial technology companies 
(FinTechs) do and the banks’ own capabilities. It is not simple. Building 
Data science capabilities can be summarised on 3 priorities: 
– Firstly, it is about data: the key idea is to understand by analysing its 

own available data and start with establishing what, where and how 
to extract value out of it;  

– Secondly, it is about resources and understanding what skills are 
required where and when. Quant and Data Science functions are 
different but the complexity of the transition from quant to data 
science is key to develop further data science within organisations. 
This shift from Quant to Data Science has not been initiated yet. The 
HR transformation challenge is then critical; 

– Thirdly, it is about where to start with: the learning path should start 
with concrete project around internal process optimisation or client 
experience. 
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Data sourcing: build the foundations  
“Data science is the transformation of data using mathematics and 
statistics into valuable insights, decision and products”11.  

When launching debate on data science, it always begins with data. 
Banks wealth rely on the data they have gathered for decades.  

The prime objective to be able to transform data into valuable insights is 
therefore to identify, gather and compile the whole bank data set today 
scattered throughout silo database often too difficultly accessible. It 
covers all bank dimensions, for instance client description, financial 
behaviour, marketing data, historical pricing parameters, historical 
recovery data or online behaviour (web or mobile application). 
Furthermore, a large proportion of valuable data is available but not 
“visible” or currently used by banks, for instance internal email or 
calendar metadata. It is nevertheless a leading source of data especially 
for process optimisation or client relationship management.  

The second opportunity in data sourcing is the access to external open 
data structure and Application Programming Interfaces (API), whether 
institutional or private. Such development is currently promoted in 
Europe and an acceleration of its implementation is expected soon. For 
instance, in the UK, the government committed in 2015 to deliver an 
open standard for Application Programming Interfaces in UK banking, to 
help customers have more control over their data and to make it easier 
for FinTechs or other businesses to make use of bank data on behalf of 
customers in a variety of helpful and innovative ways. The commitment 
has been in particular underlined in a report12 written by the Open Data 
Institute, giving recommendations on how to implement such standards. 
Development and adoption of an open API standard for UK largest 
banks are expected beginning of 2018.  

Building a large database, co-called “Data Lake” is an essential step 
toward the launch of data science initiatives as data value lies in its 
diversity and its volume.  

Build a dedicated team  
Talent acquisition and career development is a key aspect of delivering 
valuable results. It is even more the case for data science as skilled data 
scientists are considered a scarce resource. 

However, the challenge is more internal than external: skilled quant 
number within current organisations should be the main lever to 
develop further data science in financial services. Indeed, data 
science initiatives are often isolated with no coordination and leverage at 
consolidated level. Even if it is considered by senior management as a 
major transformation lever, translation of strategic objectives into 
concrete and structured Data Science projects is often difficult to 
achieve. Modelling costs savings and methodologies harmonisation 
should free quant resources that could be allocated to Data Science 
related projects. 

Target organisation, roles and responsibilities aligned with a long term 
data science roadmap should help banks to identify their needs in terms 
of internal or external needs. Human Resources Functions should be 

                                                
11 John W. Foreman, Chief Data Scientist for MailChimp.com 
12 Open Data Institute (ODI) – The Open Banking Standard 
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highly involved in such critical process, initiating and managing the 
transition from Quant teams to Data Science teams. The different roles 
within data science department should be structured around the 
following topics13 presented in exhibition 7, each one requiring specific 
backgrounds, skills and levels of seniority. This dedicated organisation 
should be thought at a bank’s level.  
 

 

Exhibition 10: Data science organisation – Illustration  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: CH&Co. analysis 

 
The right balance between data science ambition and structuration 
efforts should be well calibrated so that each stage of the data science 
transformation is valuable.  

Develop non-regulatory data science based models relying on 
large available dataset  
The main question when starting designing models and launching data 
science initiatives is: “from where to start?”. On one hand, one could say 
it is much easier for data science-related Fintech start-ups with (1) a 
from scratch approach (no IT infrastructure and model legacy) and (2) a 
business model based on data science. On the other hand, large 
institutions have collected data for years and have investment 
capacities. However, their challenges are: (1) what topic would have the 
major impact on their P&L, client experience, risk assessment, [etc], in 
the meantime (2) not too ambitious to allow the bank to learn from it and 
gain in maturity.  

Developing non-regulatory data science based models around the 
following four themes can be considered as relatively quick wins with 
tangible impact reinforcing awareness especially from senior 
management: 
– Internal processes: covering topics such as process automation, 

process optimisation and efficiency; 
– Segmentation: data science is widening possibilities when defining 

marketing segmentation and targeting as well as risk segmentation; 
– Products and services: targeted product offering development, real 

time products offering or new pricing tools development; 
– Client experience: covering from relationship management, real time 

data visualisation to client-related process automation.  

                                                
13 Non exhaustive, depending on bank’s ambition and current organisation 
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Once designed, one of the main challenges would then be the smart 
implementation of such initiatives to current IT and data infrastructure. 

The trajectory of financial institutions is logically to develop towards 
more models, the underlying challenge being data upon which they are 
build. Indeed the booming use of models is especially driven the 
tremendous data volume growth with the development of web & mobile 
usage globally.  

Banks should react with tactic and strategic solutions, taking into 
account their maturity and their ambition toward modelling. 

The reward for the brave hearted is: 

1. Lower cost 
2. Improved return on capital 
3. More forward looking predictive capacity 
4. Improved risk management 
5. More valued added risk management to the business. 
6. Business/front office engagement 
7. Better integration across the firm (finance, risk and front office). 
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